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Lot 203
1986 Chevrolet C10 Silverado 'Short-Bed' Pick-Up
Registration No: C132 HBA
Chassis No: 1GCEC14F3GJ163148
MOT: June 2022
Estimate: £10,000 - £12,000
Motor Car Location: Kent
Resided in current ownership for 19 years with only one
former UK keeper
Imported into the United Kingdom in 2003
Subject to much expenditure and improvement while in
current ownership
Accompanied by a large history file
When it comes to legendary workhorses, few have surpassed
the overall quality and reliability of the Chevrolet C/K pick-up.
Since 1999 all full-size Chevy pickups have been designated
'Silverado', but from 1975 to 1999, Silverado simply denoted
an optional trim level to the C/K pick-up - top-of-the-line. This
example was manufactured in 1986 and was produced with
power steering, electric windows and air conditioning.
Presented in Grey with complementary Grey cloth interior
upholstery, the 5.0-litre V8 engine is allied to the automatic
transmission. Imported into the United Kingdom in 2003, the
pick-up has been retained in current ownership from 2003
onwards, with just one former UK keeper.
Subject to much recommissioning work before exporting from
America to the UK, the Chevrolet has benefitted from
extensive further expenditure and improvement while in the
current ownership. Work completed has included a full interior
refresh (with retrimmed seats, new headlining, door cards,
carpets, and steering wheel); a gearbox overhaul in 2012; a
new cedarwood bed; new shock absorbers; fan belts; twin
tank switches; and much mechanical fettling amongst other
improvements. The ‘short-bed’ is accompanied by a large
history file comprising of a vast collection of invoices, a large
number of previous MOT certificates dating back to 2003,
spare keys, a no advisory MOT certificate until June, a
previous V5 document and a current V5C.
Vendor Condition Ratings:
Bodywork: 'Excellent'
Engine: 'Excellent'
Electrical Equipment: 'Excellent'
Paintwork: 'Excellent'
Gearbox: 'Excellent'
Interior Trim: 'Excellent'

